ABSTRACT

Revealed the contents of a poem is a skill da-lam fields appreciation of literature, it is expected that learning can form the personality of students. One of the methods that can enhance students' creativity in expressing the content of a poem, by using the method of inquiry.

The problems that the authors ask is: 1) Reveal Contents A poet who delivered Directly or through recordings using a Model Inquiry Students of class X SMAN 2 Cikampek? 2) Can students Reveal Contents A poet who delivered Directly or through recordings using a Model Inquiry Students of class X SMAN 2 Cikampek? 3) Precise learning Reveal Contents A poet who delivered Directly or through recordings using a Model Inquiry Students of class X SMAN 2 Cikampek?

This study aims to determine the ability of the author, the student's ability and precision in the inquiry method of learning reveal the content of a poem directly or through recordings in class X SMAN 2 Cikampek.

The hypothesis that the writer formulated as follows: The author is able to carry out the study revealed the contents of a poem directly or through a recording by using the inquiry in class X SMAN 2 Cikampek. Students in grade X SMAN 2 Cikampek able to reveal the content of a poem directly or through recording. Inquiry method appropriately used in the learning content of a poem expressing either directly or through a recording in class X SMAN 2 Cikampek.

The method used by the authors in this study is a research method one group pretest-posttest design, with research techniques te-laah library, observation, testing, and tests. The results of his research as:

1) The author is able to plan, implement and assess learning content of a poem mengungungkapkan directly or through a recording by using the inquiry method in class X SMAN 2 Cikampek. It can dibuktikan of the results of the planning and implementation of learning 3.2.

2) Grade X SMAN 2 Cikampek able to reveal the content of a poem directly or through a recording by using the inquiry method. it is evident from the average yield of 2.74 pretest and posttest average value of 7.69, while the se-lisih pretest and posttest is 4.95 with a percentage of 16.5%.

3) The method used in the proper inquiry reveals the content of a poem. it is evident from the results of statistical tests showed thitung > ttable, namely 19.03 > 2.02 in the 95% confidence level with a significant level of 5% and 20 degrees of freedom.

Based on the above results, the author can prove that the three hypotheses that the authors propose acceptable.